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There seems to have been a resurgence of interest in the role of women in morris, following the
decision at the Morris Ring meeting last year to admit women – albeit depending on the views of
the individual team. To some of us it seems like an old debate from which most folks have moved
on – but possibly not the media.
We have views on this from within the UK and also from
America. Elsewhere, we have included lots of pictures to support Sally Wearing’s review of
Dancing England – I’m sorry to have missed it as the line-up was excellent. New material is
coming to light as Jameson Wooders has been digging around in the archives and presenting
various interesting aspects of morris in ‘the old days’. Maybe re-think the boundaries of Cotswold
morris – or not? Enjoy the sunny weather of summer 2019 wherever you are.
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Over the Hills and Far Away’: Morris Dancing in
Southern England beyond the Cotswolds

George Frampton’s recent article concerning Salisbury is a welcome reminder that morris dancing
was not necessarily restricted to all-too familiar regions such as the Cotswolds, the Welsh Borders,
the North-West or the East Anglian Fens.1 These regional variations are so familiar to us today
that we routinely consider them as fact, and virtually all teams nowadays proudly announce that
they perform either ‘Cotswold’, ‘Border’, ‘North-West Clog’ or ‘Molly’. As someone who studied
local and regional differences in economy and material culture for his PhD, I want to question
these over-simplified variations in popular culture.2 In particular, what about the gaps? Why was
there so little recorded morris in south-east England and south of the Thames? This article
summarizes my recent trawls through the archives and record repositories of southern and southeastern England in search of the ‘missing’ morris.
In the early 20th century, the folk song collector Alfred Williams contrasted the inhabitants of the
counties north of the Thames with those living south of the river:
… throughout Gloucestershire and Oxfordshire we had, as a general sport, morris-dancing;
about Wiltshire and Berkshire the common amusements were back-swording and
wrestling. While those were bedecking themselves with ribbons and tripping to the strains
of the fiddle, these were breaking each other’s heads with the single-sticks, or strenuously
engaged in casting their opponents in the ring.3
Williams further stated that he had found ‘no evidence of morris-dancing in the villages south of
the Thames’.4 In contrast, morris was common in Gloucestershire and Oxfordshire. Keith
Chandler’s detailed study of the social history of morris dancing during the period 1660-1900
subsequently identified just three locations for morris dancing in Berkshire and one in Wiltshire,
compared to over sixty in Oxfordshire and over twenty each for Gloucestershire and
Buckinghamshire.5
The presence of morris dancers in Salisbury, and my own previous research at Brightwalton on
the Berkshire Downs, would appear to argue against such a clear-cut division: morris dancing did
happen in Berkshire and Wiltshire.6 At Brightwalton, William Savory, an apprentice for an
apothecary in Newbury, described his uncle John in his late eighteenth-century Commonplace
Book:7
… him with more of his Companions went to Morris Dancing and ornamented themselves
with Snail shells instead of Bells. Their Squire was one Robt Brown who lived at a little
Cottage House in the way to Farnbro & occupied his own land. Since dead his land is now
occupied by Mr Harbert with the Manor Farm - their Musitioner was Betty the wife of
Stephen Taylor now living at Brightwalton.8
Robert Brown’s family originated from Ramsbury in Wiltshire. Whilst no direct references to
morris have so far been found in that part of the county, further south at Salisbury the morris is
rather better documented. The Salisbury and Winchester Journal for 1746, for instance, describes
the festivities as follows:
The Thanksgiving day was observed here, with the greatest loyalty and decorum. At dawn,
its approach was proclaimed by the firing of cannon. Between ten and eleven, the various
companies of the city, headed by their several officers and a great number of youths, with
white wands and scarlet cockades, met in the Market Place, where they were drawn up
behind their respective gay banners. They afterwards walked in procession (the cannon
firing) to the Cathedral, through vast crowds of spectators ... To divert the populace, the
‘Giant’ (a colossal figure, near 25 feet high) with Hobnob, his renowned 'squire, encircled
with morris dancers, went up and down the town.
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The estate, household and personal accounts of John Wyndham of Norrington (1674-1750), held
at the Somerset Heritage Centre in Taunton, contain some near-contemporary records of
payments to the giant and morris dancers at Salisbury:9
21 May 1741

To procession 1. Morrice Dancrs 1. Gyant 1

3s

18 May 1747

To Morrice dancers

1s

25 April 1748

Gyant 1 - fire 6 Dancers 1 Drumers 1

3s 6d

References to morris dancers in Salisbury continue in the ‘lists of Christmas gifts to the poor,
servants and prisoners’ by the Wyndham then Arundell family covering the years 1744-1769 and
1795-1797, held at the Wiltshire and Swindon Archives:10

Xtmas Boxes

01:00

15.

Morrice Dancers

44

45

46

47

49

50

1s

1s

1s

1s

1s

1s

1750
Decemb 26
The Morris Dancers

1s

26 Debr 27 1754
Recd of the Honbl Mrs Arundell the sume of Two pound Two shillings for to give the poor pepell &
the Trades to Christmas Boxs
1756
s
the Moriss Dancers

To the Trades &c

d

s

1

d

s

1

d

1

Debr 27 1756 Sarum

A List of Christmass Boxes
1756
s
To The Moriss Dancers

d

1

1757

1758

s

s

d

1

1

[1759?]#

d
1

Debr 26 1760 Sarum
A List of Christmass Boxes

Trade &cc

The Moriss Dancers

#

1760

1761

1s

1s

this date assumed – absent from original text [Ed]
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Sarum
A List of the 1797 Christmass Boxes
Morriss Dancers

2s

The morris dancers were in fact just one of several customary groups in Salisbury to receive
payments: the trumpeters, drummers and the bell ringers at St Thomas’ church and the Close
were all in receipt of payments as well as the dancers.
The Wyndham family also inherited Ashcombe House in Cranbourne Chase on the Wiltshire-Dorset
border. They continued the tradition of giving Christmas gifts to the poor and the servants. In
December 1767 the gifts included morris dancers, mummers and singers:11
To Christmas Boxs Ashcomb

26 Debr 1767 To some Lettell Moris Dancers

Tollard

28 Debr 1767 To the Dunhead Singers &
To momers – Girls & Boys

{-1–0
{-2–6
{-1–0

Tollard

To momers & c Dunhead

{-1–0

29 Debr 1767 To a Set of momers

{-1–0

To Barwick Singers &c

{-1–0

Given that the morris dancers in December 1767 were described as ‘Lettell’, we might assume
that they, like the mummers from Tollard, were children. As such, another payment recorded in
the same document bundle of 1s ‘To boys from Tollard’ might also relate to morris dancers,
although this has to remain guesswork in the absence of a more explicit reference. A further
payment of 1s was given ‘To a Bull or Mumers’ (presumably the mummers carried an effigy of a
bull, occasionally referred to as a ‘Broad’), whilst the Barwick singers received 2s 6d.
The presence of morris dancers at Brightwalton on the Berkshire Downs and at Salisbury and
Tollard Royal in Wiltshire in the eighteenth century clearly takes the area where morris
performances are known to have occurred in southern England far south of the Thames and far
beyond the Cotswolds. But it is also possible to expand the area, not just to the south, but also
to the east. The Lucas Archive Family Papers from Wrest Park at the Bedfordshire Archives
contain the following entries:12
20 Dec 1672

To the moris dancers

5s

20 Dec 1673

Given to Morrice Dauncers

5s

The morris dancers were still visiting Wrest Park over a century later. In 1789 the Honorable
John Byng, later Fifth Viscount Torrington, visited Silsoe in Bedfordshire, and was told that ‘in
May, there are Mayers (alias Morrice Dancers) who go about with a Fool, a Man in Woman’s
Cloaths (the Maid Marian), and Musick’.13
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Morris dancing was also known on the downland areas of Surrey to the south-east. In her history
of Puttenham, Ruth Dugmore writes:
At the end of the 18th century [morris dancing] was a favourite pastime and Puttenham
was famous locally for the skill of its dancers. Furlanger, the carter, wore bells on his legs
and ankles and was always loudly cheered as he danced down the Street. On one occasion
he and two of his friends took a load of carrots to London. At the house where they stayed
the night there was a Morris Dancing competition and Cranham won the prize. Apparently
Furlanger was the only dancer who wore the bells and when he died this picturesque
custom was dropped.14
A century earlier, the records of the More and More Molyneux family of Loseley Park reveal the
presence of morris dancers at nearby Compton:15
29 December 1769

To Morris Dancers from Comton

1s 6d

29 December 1769

To Singers from Godalming

1s

29 December 1769

To musick from Guildford

1s

26 December 1770

To 3 Morris Daincers

2s

26 December 1770

To 3 Singing Men from Godalming

2s

19 December 1771

To 6 men Singing at ye Door

2s

19 December 1771

To Morris Dancers

2s

19 December 1771

To 2 Singers from Godalming

1s

Morris dancing was also found across the county border in Sussex. The cash book of estate and
personal income and expenditure of John Fuller of Brightling in the Weald (1680-1745) contains
the following entries:16
20 Dec 1737

Morris dancers and Fidlers

2s

06 January 1737/38 Morris dancers and Fidlers

2s

The Tunbridge or Tonbridge music and fiddlers also received regular payments from Thomas Fuller
around Christmas. Around 80 years earlier, in July 1666 ‘ye Contry Musique att Turnbridge’ was
paid £2 by Charles II’s queen, Catherine of Braganza. The Accounts of the Queen's Privy Purse,
held at the Lincolnshire Archives, also contain the following references to morris dancers:17
25 June 1663

To Morris dauncers att High Parck

£1 – 0 – 0

23 July 1663

To the Moris dancers

£1 – 0 – 0

24 July 1663

Moris danceours

£1 – 0 – 0

17 August 1663
10 July 1666

To the Moris dancers

£1 – 0 – 0

To ye Morriss Dancours att Seneck

£1 – 0 – 0

There were several entries to morris in the summer of 1663, but these probably relate to
performances in London, including one at Hyde Park. In 1666 the queen spent at least part of
the summer in Kent, where she encountered not only ‘ye Contry Musique att Turnbridge’ but also
‘ye Morriss Dancours att Seneck’ in July. ‘Seneck’ or ‘Sennock’ is better known today as the town
of Sevenoaks.
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This article was not intended to be a comprehensive social history of all possible morris traditions
in southern England outside the Cotswolds, but was intended to supplement the work of other
scholars, such as George Frampton, by detailing the results of my own recent work in the record
offices and repositories. This trawl through the archives has hopefully demonstrated that morris
dancing was indeed once far more widespread across southern and south-east England than is
perhaps appreciated today. Morris dancers were extant in Wiltshire, Berkshire, Bedfordshire,
Surrey, Sussex and Kent into the eighteenth and in some cases possibly into the nineteenth
centuries.
No doubt further records remain to be discovered. Unfortunately, however, these areas were
largely overlooked by later collectors and so it is extremely unlikely that actual dance notations
will ever come to light: perhaps the dances had ceased before the collectors were even active.
The lost morris traditions of ‘Brightwalton’, ‘Silsoe’, ‘Puttenham’, ‘Compton’, ‘Sevenoaks’ and
‘Tollard Royal’ are unlikely ever to be danced alongside more familiar traditions such as ‘Bampton’,
‘Fieldtown’ or ‘Ascott-under-Wychwood’.

Jameson Wooders
February 2019
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For Folk’s Sake: Morris Dancing and Me – BBC4,
Monday 1st April 2019
“Hey Malcolm”, said your editor, “how about reviewing the Morris Dancing film on the BBC – lots
of stuff about whether women should be allowed to dance?”. Oh, OK, nothing controversial in it
then.
But despite some occasionally contentious moments, “For Folk’s Sake” turned out to be one of
the most important films made about Morris dancing in recent years. Made by Libra Television for
the BBC, it initially followed the Morris Ring’s debate in early 2018 about whether women should
be allowed to join Ring sides as dancers (female musicians were already permitted). This was
partly because of recruitment problems in ageing teams, and partly because it’s the 21st century.
After filming the Ring meeting where the historic decision was made (97 in favour out of 111), it
then followed the aftermath of the decision during the 2018 dancing season. Apart from one or
two somewhat more controversial interviewees, there were lots of sensible contributions,
including realistic assessments that the only way to survive for some teams may be to recruit
female dancers – assuming, that is, that they could find any prepared to join them.
During the making of the film, the presenter, Richard Macer, became interested in following his
local team, Manchester Morris Men. In a moment of weakness, he was persuaded to practise with
them, and a separate strand of the film followed his attempts to master the Cotswold dance
‘Constant Billy’. One two three hop over and over again to a fairly speedy CD was not perhaps
the ideal learning environment. However after much perseverance, and tolerance from his fellow
dancers, by the end of the season (and film) he was able to join them in full kit for their final
event. This was a short evening tour of three pubs in Mossley, in front of the kind of audience
you might expect for a drizzly pub evening in October – however for the one dance he did, at the
age of 51 he was able to significantly lower the average age of the team.
Along the way though, the film produced some fabulous footage of the morris world, past and
present. Bampton at Whitsun, Thaxted’s weekend, Moulton’s Festival with their May Cart all
featured prominently, together with fascinating flashbacks to past events, and pictorial references
to Cecil Sharp and Mary Neal. There was also an extended sequence on the Saddleworth Rushcart
weekend, treated with due reverence. Somehow, the camera picked out Barry Care at all these
events – unmistakable in full Betsy regalia, pint pot firmly attached somewhere around the
corsetry. Brief footage of the Wallingford Bunkfest also featured, with several shots of mixed sex
teams dancing together quite happily, far removed from any of the Ring’s controversy. A further
sequence showed one of the country’s leading all-women teams, Windsor Morris, filmed in their
practice hall in full kit, and featuring a profusion of younger dancers. A question put to them of
whether they would be prepared to admit male dancers elicited much head scratching, and looking
around their team you wondered why they would wish to.
Inevitably the film concentrated on the issue within the Ring - after all that was the premise for
the film being made and sold to the BBC. But the conservative world of the Ring has little impact
on the rest of the Morris world – and to give some perspective, Jack Worth’s Morris Survey of
2017 found that Ring teams only made up just over 20% of the total number. His survey also
found that overall, despite perhaps the impression the film may have given, the Morris world of
today has a 50/50 split between male and female dancers, and that’s after taking into account
the heavily skewed male membership of the Ring. Clearly there has been some historic animosity
in parts of the Ring towards women dancers - after all that’s what prompted the foundation of
the Women’s Morris Federation. However attitudes have been changing, helped in part by last
year’s Squire of the Ring Eddie Worrall, who welcomed and encouraged the film makers, and in
doing so helped engineer the long overdue change.
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I enjoyed the film greatly, and I would guess most people in the Morris world who saw it did too.
Many positive aspects of the Morris were explored, and the sense of team spirit and enjoyment
of dance came across strongly. There was no sense of the Morris community being made fun of
by the film, and the main issue of the change in the Ring’s constitution was dealt with
sympathetically. There was also a sensible exploration of the reasons why people may choose to
dance in single sex teams – the ‘all lads (or lasses) together’ aspect.
Most of the feedback after the film, on Facebook and in the media, has been very positive. Some
pointed out that the film concentrated on Cotswold Morris, and perhaps there could have been a
brief explanation of the different types, some of which were glimpsed throughout. The film
makers have subsequently responded that while they would have liked to, they just didn’t have
the time to go into detail. They have though said they would like to do more such programmes
in future, where different traditions could be explored – let’s hope they do, as it’s great to see
the Morris world getting positive exposure like this!
Malcolm Major
April 2019

Pound Shop vs Dads’ Army Morris! Did They Really
Say That?
Now, let’s be fair: the BBC documentary ‘For Folk’s Sake: Morris Dancing and Me’ was targeted
at Joe Public, whose knowledge of Morris politics weighs less than Brexit, the future of the NHS,
transport to and from work and a whole lot of other concerns. Film maker Richard Macer looked
at the debate about the participation of women dancing the Morris and the Morris Ring decision
to admit women members. Yes, yes, I know it’s a dead argument to most of us, but there are
still Neanderthals out there, one of whom spoke glibly about ‘lowering of standards!’ Did this
speaker chance to look at the team (average age 75 years) of whom he spoke?
To the forefront was one-time Ring president Barry Care, dolled up as the fool of Moulton Morris
– clearly in the ‘anti’ camp. Matched against this, Macer spoke to two of the team’s younger
members, who were more open to the premise. Unlike many other teams faced with the
predicament of survival, Moulton don’t appear to have a recruitment problem, which seemingly
set up the debate under examination. It was then pointed out that the Ring decision had the
caveat of leaving it to member clubs to decide their own policy on membership.
Inside information had to be sought. Although born in the south-east, he joined the Manchester
Morris Men – a Ring team faced with their own recruitment crisis (and a female musician!) who
perform Morris in both north-west and Cotswold styles. Although anything but a natural dancer,
it seemed to empower him to attend Ring meetings, thus finding himself at Thaxted.
Here, he found that the team formed following the interest of Conrad Noel, was embroiled in the
same argument following the departure of their squire and (female) musician who left the team
when a vote was taken not to accept female members. Later it transpired, the couple moved to
the south-west and joined the Plymouth morris men – another Ring team which did accept
women. (It was unstated as to whether this was the sole reason for the move nearly 300 miles
away. One suspects not.)
Then followed a visit to Cecil Sharp House, where Peterborough dancer Matt Simons was at hand
to explain the quarrel between Sharp and Mary Neal concerning ethos and authenticity, leading
to the formation of the English Folk Dance Society. There was a conversation with Emma Wooders
and other members of Windsor Morris, and footage of the Morris in Bampton with its alleged 600year history and present day three teams! It then transpired that Macer was given a press cutting
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of a folk dance event at Foots Cray in 1929 and that its donor (his aunt Mary) had written and
received correspondence from Sharp himself (presumably before his death in 1924). Richard
Macer had history!
Then it was back to Manchester, aiming to improve his own faltering standard, hoping to make
his debut at the August Saddleworth Rushcart festival. It was very satisfying to jettison the politics
for a while to see the rushcart under construction, the nature of its locomotion, and its ultimate
use in conveying rushes to be strewn in the local church – despite pews and seating now present
to accommodate the modern posterior – unlike days of yore!
Macer never reached the standard required during practice, which had to be deferred until the
last dance-out of the season on a three-pub tour of north-east Manchester. The story then
returned to the ongoing recruitment crisis, and the team’s desire to keep going, noting that
Bampton has it easy with its community basis, whereas a city like Manchester finds it that much
more difficult. The documentary ended with the team voting to accept women members by a
significant margin, with the postscript revealing that, to date, only 19 of 180 Ring teams had
accepted and included women.
Comments? The sample set was limited. Nothing was said about women in Border, Molly,
Longsword or Rapper teams. Community teams? Family teams? Many teams have been formed
and expired since the ‘Morris On’ craze of 1972. Comment would be welcomed from Great Western
Morris, whose faces many of us have grown up with over 40 years, maintaining themselves into
the next generation and thriving. Find their solution, bottle it, and prosperity is yours! Despite
the north-western location and Saddleworth, nothing was said about the health of north-westbased teams – we hear very little in the folk press these days. And don’t start me off about the
puerile comment someone said about the tradition.
‘Tradition’ to me is the most misunderstood, misused and abused noun in the English language
and is certainly not synonymous with ‘history’ and ‘heritage’. Those that claim its understanding
with impunity forget it solely encompasses their own creed and experience; perish the thought
that some ‘higher authority’ told them thus! We don’t all take what’s printed in Sunday
newspapers as Gospel truth, thank you very much.
As for the future of the Morris Ring? Who cares? Well, I do for a start. I accept that like Open
Morris, the Federation, and the EFDSS, they are useful as insurance brokers for Public Liability
Insurance, but the history artefacts in their archive should be cherished as much as that of said
EFDSS. With that, I’ll dismount my soapbox! I realise there is a certain air of mysticism about
membership, almost on a par with the Freemasons. Forget the Ring feasts and food fights initiated
by a certain London-based Ring side – boys will be boys, we all grow into men eventually.
Hopefully, time will pass and attitudes will change, and Joint Morris Organisation festivals will see
Ring sides cheerfully mingle with Federation and Open Morris clubs (unlike the spectacle I saw at
York in April 2016 when this was clearly not the case). One can but hope.

George Frampton,
April 2019
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Dancing England 2019 – What a treat!
The first re-booted Dancing England (DE), held in Sheffield in 2017, was a splendid event. When
the next one was announced, some of us wondered how the organisers could maintain the quality.
Well, they did. In fact, they surpassed it. DE 2019 was held in the Nottingham Playhouse on
26th January and it was simply the best. A riot of brilliant traditional English dance, presented
unadorned for our enjoyment in a big auditorium. In the past, the event was always in the
round, so the organisers took a risk when they booked the Playhouse. Good for them – it worked.
The whole evening was a joy from start to finish.

The Mayor,
upstaged by Snap
the Norwich Dragon
and Abbots Bromley
Horn Dancers
Photo, Mike Everett

The event was well supported by patrons. Not only the big four (EFDSS, Morris Federation, Morris
Ring and Open Morris) but also 40 or so people who chipped in to help make it happen. We were
two of those patrons, so we started the event at the convivial ‘VIP’ reception in a small secluded
area off the main bar. There we were introduced to one of the acts – Snap the Norwich Dragon.
The introduction was rather intimate, as Snap only just fitted into the space, endangering glasses
of the free-flowing prosecco as well as entertaining the patrons.
Then it was time to get into our seats; we had a great view from the balcony. The show started
with Abbots Bromley Horn Dancers and Snap processing onto the stage. The local mayor gamely
gave a short speech; he didn’t appear to mind being completely upstaged and ‘out-blinged’ by
Snap and his attendants. The Horn Dancers were the first to dance and they transplanted well
from their home environment onto the stage, with some solid triangle playing.
A much newer side were the second act – Taylor’s Morris. Despite being formed in 2016, they
are the closest thing to a traditional Longborough side in the country. Named after the foreman
of Longborough that Cecil Sharp collected the dances from, at DE they achieved their aim of
dancing to a high standard. They maintained a consistent dancing style throughout two
demanding dances and a processional farewell, leaving the stage to great applause after a very
proficient display.
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Taylor’s Morris
Photo: Sue Swift

The audience were soon clapping the next act,
Flamborough Longsword. Another team that
Cecil Sharp collected from, but this time the
dance is still performed where it originated
and even taught to children at the local school.
A ‘proper’ tradition, properly presented. The
one cap lost during the dance was soon
retrieved and reinstated.

Flamborough Longsword
Photo: Sue Swift

Time for some clog stepping from
Lancashire Wallopers. Far from
being daunted by the size of the
stage, they entertained the
enthusiastic
audience
with
excellent, entertaining routines,
accompanied by “Wallop”, their
clog stepping horse.

Wallop, the clog
steeping horse
Photo: Sue Swift
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Back to sword dancing, but
flexible
ones
this
time.
Thrales Rapper gave a very
smooth, polished performance
of Bedlington.

Old Glory Molly
Photo: Sue Swift
Then the next act was
extraordinary. It started as
soon as the first person
appeared.
No introduction
from the MC, Ed Dyson, and
none was needed. Old Glory
Molly simply walked onto the stage, instantly both menacing and mesmerising. It feels slightly
wrong to single any performance out from a brilliant show, but Old Glory stood out as one of the
highest highlights. They transformed the simplest of English traditional dance forms into real
theatre.

The interval came as something of a relief after the intensity of the last act. Then it was back to
the fray with an invigorating display from Earlsdon Morris Men. This was a powerful start to the
second half – fast, confident and full-on. So good to see Northwest performed to the audience,
not across the stage. There was some unintended comic relief when one dancer lost his hat,
another one picked it up, who then dropped it in turn, but this only added to the show.
By now, it might have been
tempting to think that the rest of the
show could not continue at the same
high level, but it did. The next act,
Nottingham Dancing Butchers, was
possibly the strangest.
This
tradition dates back to at least 1710
and was revived for Dancing
England in 1986. Dolphin Morris
Men revived it again for 2019,
including four of the 1986 team. It’s
difficult to describe, but try
imagining
six
men
wearing
butchers’ straw hats and striped
aprons, brandishing meat cleavers
and ‘bones’. No musicians; they
provided all the accompaniment to
their singing and dancing by
clashing their ‘instruments’. They
ended up by carving up a cow,
although
the
programme
did
reassure the audience that no
animals were harmed in the show.

Dancing Butchers Photo: Sue Swift
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Back to a more familiar
tradition – Chipping Campden
Morris Dancers. One of the
few morris traditions with an
unbroken
history,
they
trounced our expectations.
Instead of the anticipated
older men, there were eight
young, vigorous dancers, who
proceeded to show their
tradition at its finest. As the
programme said, this team is
“very much alive and well in
the 21st century!”. One minor
quibble was that they danced
diagonally across the stage,
facing the musicians in one of
the rear corners, but that’s a
trivial issue as they filled the
stage with great dancing.

Another great contrast followed. Knaresborough Mummers presented an engaging and risqué
play, on a Star Wars/Trek theme (with a dash of Doctor Who). It elicited exactly the right kind
of reaction from the audience: lots of laughs and a smattering of groans. The actors mostly
projected well, so we were able to enjoy it even from the balcony.
Back to dancing, with a prize-winning jig from Toby Melville, accompanied by his father, Jon. At
the 2018 John Gasson Jig Competition in Sidmouth, Toby won Best Newcomer, Audience Appeal
and Double Jig, and came second in the Solo Jig. Beautiful dancing, with perfectly fitting music.
If his shirt had come out at the competition as it did at Dancing England, he’d have lost a mark
for presentation but so what – we’d come to see the dancing.
The organisers had, somehow,
managed to include the whole
spectrum of traditional English
dance, so it was time for some
border from Leominster Morris.
Great music and dancing,
including one dance with sticks
and tambourines, and a suitably
violent stick dance.

Leominster Morris
Photo: Sue Swift
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Orcadia Carnival Morris Photo: Sue Swift

Sadly, we were now at the final act. Whip the Cat Rapper – shit hot. Exactly what rapper should
be i.e. accomplished, fast, riveting. Brilliant finish to a brilliant show.

After the performance, there was a ceilidh with the Melrose Ceilidh Band and caller Rhianwen
Davies. We heard it was good, but can’t say anything about it as we were too busy with aftershow nattering, dissection, remembering, etc.

One of the good things about writing this review was reliving some of the show by watching it
online. Some of the acts are available on YouTube, but a good place to start is the compilation
video at https://www.facebook.com/writteninfilmedinburgh/videos/2188849357899362/
If you didn’t go to Dancing England, you should watch this video. If you did go, watch it and
relive the magic. And if this review sounds at all over the top, it’s just because the show really
was that good.
Of course, the organisers have now set themselves an even more difficult target. They are
considering running the next one in January 2020; will they be able to pull it off again? We will
all have to go to see for ourselves.
Sally Wearing
May 2019
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A few reflections on morris dancing
– and women – in America.
First, I’ll explain Not Very Briefly how I got involved in Morris dancing: When I was 19 going into
my sophomore year as an undergraduate in Des Moines, Iowa, I was sent by my father to
Pinewoods Camp run by the Country Dance Society (as it was called then) to attend Early Music
Week as a step in my learning to play the viola da gamba.
And there I accidently bumped into Morris dancing as well as English country dancing and
American contra dancing. My life was instantly changed.
Back then, in 1965, the Morris was performed publicly only by men, although everyone at camp
was welcomed into the Morris classes and, far as I know, always had been. At that time, there
were virtually no Morris teams in the US, certainly none which functioned like teams do now –
practicing weekly and dancing out in their local area. There was little - if any - discussion I was
aware of about Women dancing Morris.
The next summer at camp, I joined the Pinewoods Morris Men, a team put together in 1964 by
Nibs Matthews of EFDSS who was at camp teaching the Morris classes. Nibs, himself a beautiful
dancer, leader of EFDSS, former Squire of the Morris Ring and a good teacher, (his home team
was Beaux of London City, maybe?) set up the team on paper, organizing it into having a Squire,
a Bagman, and establishing an AGM which took place each summer at Pinewoods. This team
practiced only at camp, danced on a camp tour, did the Abbots Bromley in its spooky “version”
at dusk.
There were also two annual tours of Harvard Yard, one in the fall and one in the spring which I
attended after I moved east. For those tours, members were sent a sheet detailing which dances
were to be done (basically always the same dances, a mix of traditions including Headington,
Fieldtown, Bampton (but not single step Bampton. Their version was the so-called “Ring
Bampton”). We were sent the directions for these dances and were expected to show up knowing
how to do them without benefit of regular team practice, although we did run through the dances
for an hour before the tours.
That was the extent of the Pinewoods Mens’ yearly activity until the 1980s (not sure of the date)
when it became a team that practiced regularly during the year and began functioning like teams
do now. Still, it was all magical to me at the beginning.
Interestingly, from the beginning the Pinewoods Morris Men had a female musician, fiddler
Marshall Barron (and much later on, Jan Elliot and possibly others). There weren’t many Morris
musicians hanging around looking for work, and Marshall was a well-known and beloved dance
musician at camp and in the English country dance scene.
There were no discussions I can remember, certainly none I was involved in, about whether it
was “appropriate” to have Marshall play for a mens’ team. It didn’t seem like a big deal.
In 1967 or 8, The Village Morris Men was formed up in NYC by Eric Lieber, a professional musician
whom I had met at camp. I was asked to join. We were six dancers, and Elizabeth Rodgers, a
professional pianist, was our musician. Again, no big deal to anyone that she wasn’t male. We
were an excellent team as Eric was an excellent dancer and Foreman, and both he and Elizabeth
had the musician’s experience on how to practice and how to become very good at what we did.
We practiced weekly and toured out around NYC, mostly in the West Village.
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We also danced the complete High Spen Rapper sword dance. The Village Men lasted a couple
years until Eric moved away.
I must admit that, at age 22, I didn’t think much about the fact that we were an all mens’ team,
nor about the fact that Elizabeth was our musician. Both of those things I was used to from
camp, and neither of them seemed out of the ordinary.
Then, in 1973 I went to England to dance with a subset of the Pinewoods team, nine men (along
with four girlfriends/wives), that subset being the first ever American team to visit England to
dance. (On that trip, we met no teams with non-male musicians to my recollection.) We camped
in fields, danced with the Oxford teams and other teams, went to Bampton to witness Whit
Monday and there met Campden, Abingdon, and Headington, and danced at the Thaxted Ring
Meeting. We attended both a Headington and a Chipping Campden practice.
I also became friends with Michael Blanford and his team, London Pride (which is/was the team
former Cambridge Men joined after moving to London). On London Pride was Walter Abson, Ted
Purvis, John Monson and Bob Ross, as well as others of their generation (whose names elude me)
who were all Travelling Morrice members, some or maybe all since their university days. Walter
took a liking to me and we became good friends. I have and treasure some of our correspondence.
I also met Morris Sunderland, Ewart Russell, Irvine Reid, Roy Judge, John Jenner, Roger Edwards
(founder of the Garstang Northwest Side), Roy Dommett and a bunch of other older guys whom
our leader, Roger Cartwright, told us to pay attention to.
At Bampton Whit Monday and at Thaxted were my first significant encounters with the whole
issue of women dancing Morris. There was definitely a Very Strong Sentiment amongst the men
dancers that women just shouldn’t be doing this sort of thing! And the discussion was uglier and
stronger with the younger men. So strong was that attitude that in Bampton, on that 1973 Whit
Monday after the dancing was finished, women weren’t even allowed into the pub to which the
men repaired, and that included my girlfriend Dianne. It was pretty ridiculous, and was initially
quite uncomfortable as we Americans had to go to the pub by ourselves if we went at all. And
we decided to go to the pub.
Dianne and the other women were highly pissed off! Our team talked informally about it in camp
afterwards. It seemed to us that such an attitude was 40 years behind the times, and there was
really nothing in my life at home that I could compare it to. Also, we felt we were guests in
England doing Morris dancing, the first American team to do so, and that it was appropriate for
us to fit into the mold, such as it was. This was 1973, remember.
What I WAS taken with was the whole spirit of men dancing together and singing together in the
pubs. I had never witnessed anything like it, and the hair on the back of my neck stood up during
the singing. There was some sort of different energy that I had not experienced before, and I
liked it. I wanted to dance at home, and I wanted to dance on a mens’ team. Though our visiting
team didn’t buy into the no-women concept of the Morris, I did observe it, only vaguely
understanding what the big deal was about women dancing on their own teams, and I was used
to dancing with women in Morris class at Pinewoods. But I was influenced by it all, enough to
decide that I wanted to dance on a mens’ team.
So, back home I started up the Binghamton Morris Men in early December of 1973. I insisted
that it be a mens’ team and, when asked why that was by the guys, I had no good or logical
answer to give other than “Trust me.” At some point, some women friends asked if they could
join, or at least come to practice to learn. We worked out an arrangement to teach the women
for an hour or so before our own practice. That seemed to work, if awkwardly, and before long
the Hearts of Oak womens’ team formed themselves up in Binghamton.
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Jessica Murrow
(just visible)
playing for
Bouwerie Boys,
Marlboro 2005
Photo: John
Dexter

Roberta Wackett
(melodeon) and Ruth
Mitchell, (accordion),
both Binghamton MM
musicians, playing for
the ATM (Early
2000s?)

Photo: John Dexter
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Because (1) it was 1973 and because my Binghamton Morris Men were the first team to be seen
over here which functioned like teams do now (after the Village Men, of course), and (2) because
I had created a men’s team, it was assumed that I not only favored being on a mens’ team (true)
but also, by some faulty logic, was therefore opposed to women dancing Morris. A little bit, that
“reputation” has stuck to me to this day.
Though I reveled in the male aspect of my team and may have shouted a bit too loudly about
that at the time, I didn’t actively advocate for mens’ teams only, and certainly NOT against women
dancing Morris. But, so it goes…
In fall of 1974, several new teams began including the Ring O’Bells Morris Women in NYC, the
Muddy River Morris Women in Boston as well as some mens’ clubs and mixed sides, and we were
all off and running. In short order, joining a local Morris team became the way to learn rather
than going to Pinewoods camp as it had been for so many years.
The Binghamton Men danced in England (around the Cotswolds) in ’78. That team met all the
Old Guys I had come to know (mentioned above) along with many others of the previous
generation including John Thompson, Irvine Reid (E. Suffolk). We went to the Thaxted Ring
Meeting, met up with Shergold’s Bampton side at a fete where they were dancing, danced for
Douglas Kennedy in his back yard, danced with many other teams as well and had the time of
our lives. I don’t think we danced with any womens’ teams on that trip.
We invited Morris Sunderland to attend the 1979 ATM (in Maine that year) which he did.
Sunderland was still an active past Squire of the Ring when Binghamton (in ’78) and Bouwerie
Boys (in ’85) went to England. (Morris had died by the time Bouwerie Boys returned to England
in ’92 or ’93.) Sunderland went out of his way during those Thaxted weekends to ensure that we
weren’t hassled by having Selma and Jessica play for our sides. Our female musicians played for
us on the Saturday coach tours (so long as the Ring Squire wasn’t around), but not at the big
shows in Thaxted itself. Of course, Thaxted was the only place we had to worry about any of
this.
Sunderland was a good friend to American Morris dancers, understood the difference in attitudes,
and I think even came round to embracing the ongoing but slowly changing attitudes towards
women dancing Morris, particularly in England where, then, attitudes seemed about 40 years
behind the times! Was Barbara Sunderland an influence? I think so, knowing her as I did.
By the time of the Bouwerie Boys’ 1992 England tour, there was a palpable difference for the
better in attitudes about women dancing Morris.

About having female musicians on the Binghamton Men, the Bouwerie Boys, and the ATM:

Binghamton: In 1973, I had six or seven brand new guys who knew nothing about Morris
dancing. I needed someone to play music for us besides me because I needed to be a dancer,
especially at practice. Selma Kaplan, piano accordion player, was our first steady musician, soon
joined by Margaret Ericson (melodeon and pipe and Tabor). There was no pool of Morris musicians
to draw from, and it didn’t matter to any of us that Selma and Margaret were not men. Margaret
continues to play for the ATM, and for Binghamton from time to time.
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Bouwerie Boys: I asked Jessica Murrow (an oboist who played pipe and tabor), my good friend,
to join us at the very beginning (1979). She and I played for the team, though Jessica was
certainly our “main” musician. Additionally, teammate Michael Gorin, fiddler, played from time
to time. These days with Jessica having moved away, I am the main musician along with Michael
and Devin Pierce (piano accordion). Others who play fiddle also chip in fairly regularly. And still,
on tour when Jessica is there, she assumes her familiar role as lead musician.

I have written above about these two teams’ visits to England.
The Bouwerie Boys well remember our NYC tour with the Windsor Women. I recall Alan Whear
saying, when the bottle of Jamiesons was brought out on the tour, “What?! Whisky on a Morris
tour? Outrageous!”
You folks danced great! It was a fine tour in all regards.

American Travelling Morrice: I along with Roger Cartwright, my friend and main encourager,
started this tour in 1976. It was a mens’ side composed of dancers from my Binghamton team
and Roger’s New Cambridge Morris Men (Boston). Of course, our Binghamton female musicians
were part of the tour. We danced, and still do, for a week in some location on the East coast
(going once to California and thrice to England). We stole the concept directly from the English
Travelling Morrice tour which Roger had attended, and modeled our tour after the Brits’.
On that first ATM year, one of my Binghamton guys refused to attend because he couldn’t
understand why it was only the men. And I was not able to explain it sufficiently, of course.
Other than that, there hasn’t been much discussion about the gender issue. Until recently!
Interestingly to me, our younger generation of dancers are much less invested in the one-gender
team concept although all of these guys still dance on mens’ teams and enjoy doing so. But the
principle of the thing is what is being discussed. And though there are still some who strongly
prefer the mens’ team concept on the ATM, there are virtually none who can make a convincing
argument to exclude women dancing with us. It may well be that all our mens’ teams, and maybe
womens’ teams as well, will eventually become mixed teams, some out of necessity of numbers
and others for reasons of principle. Who knows?
John Dexter
December 2018

PS John also sent a link to a video after the ATM tour of 2012 reflecting views ‘across the pond’

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8LzkbosR7fk&fbclid=IwAR15LZYpdUdjriJN_cj9SyBRkT
u15NbCJUXRVx3xQaPhOPSu8u2lUK-t_hg
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All My Life’s buried here – the Story of George
Butterworth
The film premiere took place at the British Library on the same day as Dancing England (see
review elsewhere in this issue), so I suspect even more people might have been there otherwise!
This film has been a couple of years in the making and drew an audience including classical music
fans, residents of Pozières (the French town where George Butterworth was killed) and a few
folkies. The film maker was Stewart Morgan Hadjukiewicz and the film had good support from
crowdfunding. Each audience member was given a monogrammed handkerchief (G.S.K.B. for
George Sainton Kaye Butterworth) as a memento and maybe to wipe away a tear?
It presented his short life in all its aspects (composer, folk song collector, morris dance collector
and performer, soldier)– obviously I was most interested in the morris and it was good to see
contributions from Mike Heaney (author of Percy Manning: The Man Who Collected Oxfordshire)
and Malcolm Taylor (erstwhile director of the Vaughan Williams Memorial Library [VWML]). I
had not come across Matthew Cowan, who played the part of Butterworth, before but I gather he
has been well immersed in folk music and dance.
There was something for everyone – excerpts from the Kinora films with Butterworth and Sharp
dancing; visual displays of his notebooks and reference to his folk song and dance collecting in
Sussex, Suffolk and Oxfordshire (including his Diary of a Morris Dance Hunter, held in the VWML,
narrating his journey to collect dances, particularly from Bucknell); performances of songs from
A Shropshire Lad; film of the annual remembrance service held in Pozières (including a version
of Constant Billy performed by 4 locals) and various re-enacted episodes from his early life and
wartime experiences. His musical ability was thought to come through his mother: at an early
age he was playing piano, organ and composing (he also learnt to dance – even describing himself
later as a professional dancer!). His friendship with Ralph Vaughan Williams was important and
through him, what Butterworth did not destroy of his compositions reached the VWML archives.
The film was followed by a short discussion featuring Anthony Murphy (author of ‘Banks of Green
Willow, the Life and Times of George Butterworth'), Laura Smyth, current director of the VWML
and audience members. I was delighted to find that sitting next to me was the granddaughter of
the lady who drove Butterworth round Sussex when he was collecting folk songs!
So, go and see this film if you can. It’s touring the country. And if not, hope that they are able
to bring it out on DVD soon
https://www.georgebutterworth.co.uk/

Beth Neill
January 2019
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The Dancing Photograph.
A Cautionary Tale for Morris Dancers
It all happened a long time ago and I am only setting it down now because I am getting old and,
if I don’t, I will forget. It is also something of a warning. I have changed the names of those
involved to protect the memory of a good friend and father.
I first met Tim and Jill back in the 1970’s at a Northern university. We were all on the same course
and quickly discovered a shared interest in Folk music and left-wing politics. It was the height of
the folk revival, Steeleye Span made the pop charts that Christmas with “Gaudete”, and there
was a vibrant folk scene both in the university and the wider city. It was Tim who first got me
involved in Morris dancing: he fancied joining the local team rather than the University side but
did not want to turn up on his own. The team had high standards but surprisingly (to myself at
least) I proved a capable dancer despite my stocky build. Tim however, tall, thin and long-legged,
was a natural and he quickly established himself in the side.
Tim and Jill became an item and they married the year we graduated. I remained a close friend
– I was Best man at their wedding and later Godfather to their son. We all found jobs in the
locality and Tim and I continued to dance with the city team.
So it was we found ourselves at Whitby Folk Festival. Tim had gone to a workshop and I agreed
to go into town with Jill to help choose a surprise birthday present for him. We had discarded the
idea of jet cufflinks or reproduction photos of fishing boats and were scouring the shops for ideas.
Walking along Church Street for the third time we saw a side lane we had not noticed before
down which was one of those dusty bric-a-brac shops that claims to sell antiques. The shop
window was predictably cluttered with items stacked where there was room rather than as a
display, but on one of the lower shelves was an old, sepia coloured photo of a Morris man. Jill and
I immediately agreed it was the perfect gift for Tim.
The photograph was badly faded by sunlight but the image was still discernible. The subject was
dressed in a loose fitting shirt, knee britches, light coloured socks and black boots. He had bell
pads on his shins, a broad sash worn over the left shoulder fixed somehow on the right hip and
a top hat decorated with a band that was probably of the same colour as the sash. However, it
was the pose that was most striking: he looked to be in mid-step, possibly a caper. It must have
been difficult to keep the position long enough for the photograph to be taken.
The young lady in the shop was very helpful and quite happy for us to take the photo out of the
frame so that we could look at it more closely. There was some feint copperplate writing on the
back that might have been the name of the dancer or a village, there was also, stamped in one
corner “J Williams” who we assumed was either the photographer or the man in the photograph.
Jill bought the photo immediately, had it gift wrapped and sworn me to secrecy. Three weeks
later she gave the photo to Tim. Predictably he was very taken with it. He proudly showed it to
me that evening and I did not need to feign surprise and curiosity. The photo seemed to have
changed, now I could discern that the dancer had long, mutton chop side whiskers and that the
sash was tied in a knot so that both ends hung vertically over the right hip. It was also possible
to make out a rosette on the sash itself and smaller, similar coloured ones on the hatband. More
striking was the figure seemed poised rather than posed: frozen as in a paused video rather than
a still photograph. At the time I put it down to the light, the shop had been ill-lit, and thought no
more about it.
The years passed, Tim and Jill had a son, Peter, and I moved away: my career and family
pressures taking me back South. We kept in contact with Christmas and birthday cards and the
very occasional fleeting visit as work or holidays took me past their door (this was before the
days of e-mail, Facebook or Skype). I did hear that Tim had argued with his Morris side over
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some point of style and had left to form his own team, but it must have been five years or so
before we met properly again – long enough to spend time together and to talk seriously rather
than just reminisce about the “old days”.
It was at a Folk Festival in the Midlands of all places. I hardly recognised Tim and only knew him
because he was with Jill. I had planned to go to the concert that evening but they pressed upon
me to go to the ceilidh, Tim’s team was doing the interval spot and was insistent that I see them
perform and, since Tim was with his team, Jill would need a dancing partner. The look in Jill’s
eyes spoke of an even deeper desperation.
The first part of the dance was fine, the band was good, the caller friendly and competent and Jill
an excellent dancing partner. Yet there was an undercurrent of tense expectation, not so much
between Tim and Jill but within Jill herself.
“Remind you of anyone?” Jill asked, nodding towards Tim as he led his side out onto the dance
floor. Not so much anyone as anything. I hadn’t thought about his unfashionable side whiskers
until then but there he was: a mutton chopped, top-hatted Morris man with a loose white shirt,
britches, broad sash and matching socks. Jill could see the surprise on my face.
“That’s not the half of it,” she continued, “There’s something I need to show you. Promise me
you’ll come and visit – soon!” She was insistent so I promised and the anxiety seemed to flow
out of her almost immediately. I spent much of the rest of the festival with them but nothing
more was said about the matter. The only oddity was that Tim constantly talked constantly about
Morris dancing, decrying virtually all the new developments. He was surprisingly reactionary
given his earlier political beliefs and views on equality.
I called in on Jill two weeks later. As promised I came mid-week while Tim was at work, for some
reason she wanted him out of the way. Without any of the usual social pleasantries about the
weather or the journey, Jill came straight to the point.
“Do you remember that photograph I bought in Whitby?” she asked. I replied that I could hardly
forget it – it has been in my mind since seeing Tim dance at the Festival.
“And can you remember the condition it was in?” The question came as she led me into the little
box room Tim used as a study or home office. There on the wall was the picture. No longer
faded, it hung proud in all its detail, even to the hand-tinted colours of the sash and rosettes. The
weirdest thing was that the figure now seemed almost hovering, as if about to dance out of the
frame altogether – and the resemblance to Tim was most unsettling.
Over coffee the rest of the story came out. How it’s in that room because Jill doesn’t want to see
it all the time. How Tim had spent three years trying to trace the team and the dancer. How he
wanted to move to the Cotswolds to be “closer to the heart of Morris”, as he termed it. Jill said
he had even been willing to take a career change and a cut in salary to do it until she had finally
put her foot down. It was funny how Morris had come to take over so much of his life – Jill likened
it to an addiction and seemed to be blaming the photograph. There was little I could say or do
except offer sympathy: there were worse things to be addicted to than Morris and there was no
question of getting rid of the picture without Tim knowing.
Sadly Tim died a few years later, of Tuberculosis, TB, contracted while he was working in Africa
with some charity. He had always had a fear of doctors and so it had gone undiagnosed until too
late. A few weeks after the funeral I was helping Jill to clear out Tim’s study. We came finally to
the photograph. It seemed to have faded again: it still looked surprisingly like Tim but it was not
as clear and sharp as it had been.
“He died of Consumption,” Jill commented as I held the photo.
“I know Tim did,” I replied absently – consumption was an earlier term for TB.
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“No. Him – the man in the photo”, Jill corrected me with irritation. “Tim managed to trace him
and found his Death Certificate”.
Curious and unable to recall the name, I opened the back of the frame. There in a beautiful, fresh,
copperplate hand was the name – “Tim Fullerton”. Jill and I looked at each other. Outside, in
the autumn sunshine, Peter was showing his aunt some Morris steps he had learnt while the
smoke from the bonfire they had been tending drifted slowly across the garden.
Together and without a word we walked into the garden, put the photograph and its frame on the
fire and watched it burn.
Chas Leslie
August 2018

And the warning? Last summer I was in Chester. In a little back street antique shop I found a
photograph of a Morris dancer in a loose fitting shirt, knee britches, light coloured socks with
black boots and a broad sash over the left shoulder. On the back, in faded copperplate writing,
was the name “T Fullerton”. Hopefully it is still there.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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A Tentative Identification of a Seventeenth-Century
Morris Musician from Warwickshire
Aristocratic and gentry accounts itemizing expenditure by the household are often of great
interest to the historian. They frequently list daily and weekly payments for food and clothing,
servants’ and labourers’ wages, travel expenses and entertainment – the latter sometimes
including ‘customary performers’ like morris dancers, wassailers, mummers, bell ringers and
various kinds of musicians.1 More often than not, however, only brief details are provided. The
examples below from the Throckmorton family accounts of Weston Underwood in
Buckinghamshire (held at the Berkshire Record Office) say only that morris dancers were present
on particular dates and the sums paid to them, although we are also lucky to have a – admittedly
vague – provenance for the performer in January 1704/05:2
16 June 1701

By ye order to ye Morris Dancers

27 December 1701

To the Morris dancers

1 January 1704/05

To a morris dancer from Stratford

2s 6d
2s 6d
1s

Without additional information in the accounts, it is virtually impossible to find further details
concerning the performers in genealogical sources like parish registers or probate records. Very
occasionally, however, the names of particular performers are recorded.
The Throckmortons not only held estates in Buckinghamshire, but also in Warwickshire,
Worcestershire and Staffordshire. In another series of accounts held at the Warwickshire Record
Office, and presumably relating to Wolverhampton as 5 shillings were given ‘to my Lady to give
to Wolverhampton Musick’ in an adjoining entry, we find a tabor player mentioned by name in
June 1673:3

12 June 1673 Alsoe to Wm Barber the Tabberer by my Mrs comand

2s

23 June 1673 Alsoe to William Barber the Tabberer by my Mrs command

2s 6d

Similarly, the contemporary accounts of the Ingram family of Little Wolford in south Warwickshire
(again held at the Warwickshire Record Office) also mention a tabor player:4
1679
December 1684

Given ye Taberer Oct 7th

1s

Given to Lago ye Taberer

1s

Let us investigate ‘Lago ye Taberer’ further. Since we have a surname, it is possible to attempt
to trace him in family history sources.
The Hearth Tax was introduced in England and Wales in 1662 to provide a regular source of
income for the newly restored King Charles II.5 The economist Sir William Petty advocated a new
property tax on hearths, fireplaces and stoves. The insertion of fireplaces and the construction
of chimneys in homes were features of the ‘Great Rebuilding’, first postulated by the historian
W.G. Hoskins, where the open hall space in a medieval house was subdivided into different rooms
and upper storeys added – each of which would have required separate heating.6
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The Hearth Tax was thus essentially a property tax on dwellings, graded according to the number
of their fireplaces.
Whilst reservations concerning the reliability of the data need to be considered, the Hearth Taxes
provide the historian with a remarkably rich research resource on economic and social history.
When indexed, the listings of names constitute the nearest we have to a census for the 1660s
and 1670s. Indexes are especially invaluable for family, local and demographic historians, helping
researchers identify the names of individuals living in particular places at a particular time and
demonstrating patterns of family mobility, particularly given the occasionally patchy nature of
some parish registers into the 1670s following the Interregnum.
The 1670 Hearth Tax for Warwickshire has been indexed, revealing incidences of the surname
‘Lago’ (and variants) from Polesworth in the north of the county, down through Solihull, Exall in
Coventry, Bulkington, Newbold-on-Avon, to Alcester, Warwick and Church Tysoe in the south.7
The closest to Little Wolford was Church Tysoe, where a John Lagoe paid 1s for one hearth (Figure
1).

Figure 1: South Warwickshire and adjoining counties, showing places mentioned in the text

The number of hearths someone was liable for, or if indeed, they were exempt due to poverty,
provides an insight into the status and economic position of an individual. It is generally accepted
that an individual’s wealth tended to be reflected in the number of hearths he or she had in their
house. The precise thresholds vary, but over ten hearths usually indicates gentry and above;
whilst wealthy craftsmen and tradesmen, merchants and yeomen usually had between five and
nine hearths. Between three and four hearths suggests craftsmen, tradesmen and yeomen;
whilst the labouring poor, husbandmen and poor craftsmen usually only had one or two hearths.
John Lagoe was probably a husbandman or craftsman.

Turning to the Church Tysoe parish registers, it was possible to locate John Legoe’s burial in March
1699/1700. John does not appear to have left a will or probate inventory, which accords with the
Hearth Tax entry suggesting that he was not particularly wealthy. A Katherine Lagoe was buried
a few years earlier in 1695 – presumably this was John’s wife:8
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Katherine Lagoe was buryed September 20

1699/1700

John Legoe was buryed March the 17th

July 2019

Although the usual parish sources thus provided only limited evidence concerning John Lagoe of
Church Tysoe, the Warwickshire Record Office catalogues did contain another reference to him:

DEED OF TYSOE
Date 1662-1696
Description
1/. Conveyance by Richard Heydon of Church Tysoe, showmaker, Margaret his wife and William
his son to John Lagoe of Shipston-on-Sour [sic], yeoman, of a cottage in Tysoe. 14 April 1662.
2/. Conveyance by John Lagoe of [...], Worcs, yeoman, Henry Lagoe of Warwick and Sarah his
wife to James Clarke of Church Tysoe of the above cottage. 4 July 1696

In 1662, John Lagoe was described as a yeoman of Shipston-on-Stour, when he took over the
occupation of a cottage in Church Tysoe from Richard Heydon, a shoemaker. The parish of
Shipston-on-Stour, although now in Warwickshire, was once an isolated peculiar parish in
Worcestershire. It seems reasonable to assume therefore that John Lagoe was still associated
with Shipston-on-Stour when his cottage was transferred to James Clarke of Church Tysoe in
1696 (shortly after the death of John’s wife Katherine, and just before John’s own death in
1699/1700). John Lagoe was here described as a yeoman, a slightly higher status than suggested
by his Hearth Tax entry, but he was illiterate and could not sign his own name; Henry Lagoe
(presumably John’s son) could write, however, and signed the conveyance in 1696.
The Shipston-on-Stour parish registers contain some earlier Lagoe entries, probably relating to
John’s children before the family moved to Church Tysoe:9

Baptisms 1643/44
Jane daught of John Lagoe bap the xvth of Jannary
Burials 1644
John of John Lagoe the xiiith of August
Marriages 1662
Richard Cooper ye younger & Joane Lago Octob: 20th
If the John and Katherine Lagoe who were buried at Church Tysoe in the 1690s were indeed
having children at Shipston-on-Stour in the 1640s, then parish register indexes suggest it is
possible that John Lagoe married Katherine Dawkins at Coleshill on 12 November 1638.10
However, Coleshill is in the northern part of the county, some distance from Shipston-on-Stour
and Church Tysoe, so this may be coincidental. Nonetheless, John Lagoe was presumably born
around 1610 to 1620, and so would have been of considerable age when he died in 1699/1700.
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It is unusual to have been able to discover so much biographical information concerning a
seventeenth-century musician of relatively low status like John Lago(e). Starting with a couple
of references in the accounts of the Ingram family of Little Wolford, we have found family
connections with Church Tysoe and Shipston-on-Stour. That John Lagoe had connections with
Shipston-on-Stour is particularly intriguing, for the Ingram of Little Wolford family accounts also
contain a payment to the morris dancers from Shipston-on-Stour in 1688:11
1688

Given June ye 7th to Morrice dancers who came from Shipston

2s 6d

Could ‘Lago ye Taberer’ thus have been the musician for the Shipston-on-Stour morris dancers
in addition to having been paid as a performer in his own right? Whilst we may never know for
certain, the evidence suggests that it does at least seem a very strong possibility.
Jameson Wooders
May 2019
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